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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Changing Workforce: 
Implications of Technological Disruption for the 
Insurance Industry in Canada

Executive Summary
The integration of technology and digitalization into business activities is 
perhaps the most important trend facing modern economies today. Advances in 
big data and artificial intelligence (AI) continue to allow for greater automation. 
Similarly, improving sensors and greater connectivity is helping to create the 
Internet of Things (IoT), which is changing what consumers buy and how they 
use those products and services. Going forward, the pace of technological 
change is likely to accelerate and this will have a major impact on what people 
do and how they do it. 

Canada’s property and casualty (P&C) insurance industry will not be immune to 
these trends. In fact, most of the top trends identified in recent literature that 
will affect the industry, such as the IoT, blockchain, AI, and autonomous vehicles 
are not unique to insurance.1 As such, they will have wide ranging implications 
on multiple business functions, from operations to customer interactions 
and product design. They also have the potential to significantly alter the 
characteristics of the P&C insurance industry’s workforce. It is in this context that 
this report considers how different technologies will alter the performance of the 
sector, and their labour implications. In particular, this report explores six critical 
questions:

Which areas of the industry face the greatest 
disruptions due to technological change?
No other function within Canada’s P&C insurance industry is as exposed to the 
impacts of technological change as information technology (IT). IT will be at 
the core of many of the technological changes that are occurring, and they 
in turn are transforming IT, as it shifts from being just a cost centre, to take on 
an increasingly strategic role. The reason — harnessing the potential of IT is 
becoming crucial to organizational success in a digital era where technology 
is increasingly defining winning business models. 

Beyond IT, customer service and brokering are two other areas that are 
expected to be heavily impacted by technological disruption. 

Consumers’ expectations are changing. In addition to a good price, they 
now expect simplicity, speed, transparency, and customization.2 Innovative 
companies in the P&C insurance industry are responding with services like 

1 Capgemini, “Top 10 Trends in Property and Casualty Insurance 2018.”
2 Catlin et al., “Time for Insurance Companies to Face Digital Reality.”

This report considers how 
different technologies will alter  
the performance of the P&C 
insurance industry and their 
labour implications.
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“instant” binding and claims payouts, increased customization in policy options, and the use of sensors to customize the 
underwriting of risks and reduce the probability of claims. 

For brokers, the key concern is that direct-to-consumer channels are eroding their value proposition.   
The extent of the disruption facing brokers will depend on how they adapt. Augmented by digital tools and  
analytics, the broker of the future is expected to move towards providing more complex risk advice, while  
simpler risks become automated. 

Which key trends are shaping the size of the industry’s workforce?
Despite the technological changes expected in the industry and the potential for automation, industry executives 
believe that total industry payrolls will continue to grow at a pace similar to what they experienced over the past 
decade. A key reason for this is that several technological trends, including incorporating big data analytical capabilities 
into their operations, meeting the rising demand for cyber insurance, and investing in digital engagement with customers 
will contribute to job gains. However, a number of factors including commoditization of insurance, consolidation within the 
industry, and automation are expected to have significant negative impacts on employment. 

What key trends are shaping the skills composition of the industry’s workforce? 
Not only does technological disruption have the potential to impact total industry payrolls, it will also change the essential 
skills required of its workforce. The top trends expected to change skill requirements include big data and analytics, AI, and 
rising digital engagement of customers. Given this, it is perhaps not surprising that:

• Data analysis and customer service skills were identified as the two most important future skills by industry  
executives; and 

• Management and leadership skills have also been consistently identified as being critical to the industry successfully 
navigating the changes associated with technological disruption.

However, it will be important for the industry to align the opinions of executives and HR professionals regarding critical 
workforce skills. For example, there is a disconnect between the two groups when it comes to the importance of analytics 
and data analysis skills, with HR professionals rating them significantly less important. 

What are the largest threats to the industry?

The unrelenting pace of technological change represents the largest threat to organizations within Canada’s P&C 
insurance industry. Technology is redefining the success factors of organizations and the current state of the art 
is in constant flux as new technologies emerge. Many executives feel they cannot adapt quickly enough to both 
manage the risks and take advantage of the opportunities that technologies are providing.

Other key threats to the industry include the inability to attract and retain talent with the right skills, and the 
impact of new market entrants. Indications are that P&C insurers will increasingly be in competition with other 
industries that find themselves in need of digital expertise, while at the same time there are insufficient graduates 
coming out of school with the required skills. In the case of new entrants, the risks are uneven, as insurtech 
companies have focused on different aspects of the P&C insurance business. Although newcomers are innovating 
throughout the insurance value chain, their focus to date has been on distribution, posing the largest risk to 
independent brokers and broker represented insurers.
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Where does the industry envision opportunities?
Technology is blazing trails for new insurance products and services and forging new value propositions for insurers to 
explore. The two areas identified by industry executives as having the most potential in the next five years are:

• Digital quoting and binding - offerings are increasing in availability, as the industry seeks to address consumer 
expectations by engaging them through a variety of channels.

• Implementing blockchain technologies into their operations - while less advanced than digital quoting and binding, 
the breadth of opportunities anticipated of blockchain explains the bullishness of executives. Industry organizations 
believe that adopting blockchain could result in faster claims settlement, improved record keeping, and reduced fraud. 
However, smaller organizations were less likely to indicate that technologies provided significant opportunities.   
This could reflect the ability of larger organizations to scale their offerings.

How does the industry plan to manage disruption?
There are two key ways for the industry to manage the risks associated with the coming technological disruptions: 

• Expanding investments in digital capabilities - at present, the majority of investment is devoted to maintaining legacy 
systems. This will need to change.  Digital leaders are more willing to invest in technology, and budgets might not 
necessarily be a constraint, as many digital investments have the potential to be self-financing.

• Developing a talent management strategy that considers growing digital requirements - organizations will also 
need to rethink their talent strategies, identifying expected gaps in skills and capabilities, and adopting a strategy that 
will fill those gaps. A future talent strategy must also incorporate a framework for continual workforce upskilling. This will 
require new and flexible educational experiences, as well as developing incentives for learning.

Summary 
Whether wanted or not, a technological transformation of the P&C insurance industry is underway. The question is not 
if these changes will occur, but how fast the pace of transformation will be. The impacts of these changes will be wide 
ranging, cutting across multiple business functions. Although organizations in the industry are concerned about the pace of 
change and their ability to adapt, there are multiple opportunities to improve how the industry conducts its operations, how 
it interacts with its customers, and the products it sells. 

Contrary to the expectation that technology will accelerate the pace of commoditization in insurance, it may 
improve the ability of organizations to differentiate themselves.

Harnessing these opportunities is possible. The “start small, fail fast, identify what works, and scale quickly” philosophy can 
be used for organization-wide dissemination of best practices. As well, how people think about IT will need to change as 
it moves from being a cost centre, to a source of competitive advantage. This will include a shift in focus for IT investments 
away from maintaining legacy systems toward new investments. Finally, developing a flexible and forward-looking talent 
strategy will also be a key consideration. 

Without the right skills and capabilities, the ability of P&C organizations to adapt will be hampered because 
competition for people with the needed skills is on the rise.
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Foreword
The Insurance Institute is proud to publish this fourth instalment of a series of research reports on emerging issues 
impacting the property and casualty insurance industry in Canada. 

The intention of this report is to provide research of value to our stakeholders. This research report, and the series of 
reports in general, offers information and insights to enable insurance organizations to broaden their understanding of 
how emerging risks will impact the delivery of insurance products and services in Canada over the next five to ten years. 

This report is a companion report to the Institute’s “Demographics of the P&C Insurance Industry in Canada 2017 – 2027” and 
as such, addresses other factors, besides demographics, that are potentially contributing to a changing workforce for the 
industry – specifically technology, artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, blockchain, and the rise of cyber risks and 
automated vehicles. 

This report identifies which technologies will have the biggest impact on how the industry operates and how these 
technologies will alter the performance of the P&C insurance industry and the labour implications of these changes for 
Canadian insurance organizations. 

These changes are expected to provide both threats and opportunities. The skills of the industry’s workforce, 
most importantly its leadership and IT skills, will be a key factor in successfully mitigating the risks and realizing the 
opportunities. 

Together, A Changing Workforce: Implications of Technological Disruption for the Insurance Industry in Canada, and its 
companion report, “Demographics of the P&C Insurance Industry in Canada 2017 – 2027,” provide a wealth of insight the 
industry can use to manage the changing workforce and the technological disruption projected in the P&C insurance 
industry in Canada. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hohman, FCIP, MBA, ICD.D 
President & CEO, The Insurance Institute of Canada

iv THE INSURANCE INSTITUTE OF CANADA
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Timeline footnotes 1 

a https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Industrial_Revolution#cite_note-1 
b The Economist. "The third industrial revolution: The digitisation of manufacturing will transform the way goods are made—and change the politics of 

jobs too." April 21, 2012. 
c Engelman, Ryan. "The Second Industrial Revolution, 1870-1914." 
d https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Revolution
e  Marr, Bernard. "Why Everyone Must Get Ready For The 4th Industrial Revolution."
f https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Industrial_Revolution 
g https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Revolution
h The introduction of the book "The Fourth Industrial Revolution" was accessed here: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/Media/KSC_4IR.pdf from this 

website: https://www.weforum.org/about/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-by-klaus-schwab

First Industrial 
Revolution Second Industrial Revolution  Third Industrial Revolution  Fourth Industrial Revolution  

Transition to new 
manufacturing 
processes and the first 
factories

Also known as the Technological 
Revolution,a– rapid 
industrialization with early factory 
electrification, the assembly line 
and mass production

Manufacturing goes digital and 
roboticb - enhanced by the digital 
revolution

Innovation based on combinations of technologies 

From about 1760 to 
sometime between 
1820 and 1840

Generally dated between 1870 and 
1914 up to the start of World War Ic

"From mechanical and 
analogue electronic 
technology to digital 
electronics which began 
anywhere from the late 1950s 
to the late 1970s with the 
adoption and proliferation of 
computers and digital record 
keeping that continues to the 
present day"d

Evolving since the advent of the smart phone that 
enables the convergence of people, assets and data 
including internet of things and cloud computing 
(‘smart factories’) – enabling the move away from 
mass production to ‘customization’e

Steam engines 
power the first trains, 
steamboats, and 
factories

Advancements in manufacturing 
and production technology 
enabled the widespread adoption 
of preexisting technological 
systems such as telegraph 
and railroad networks, gas 
and water supply, and sewage 
systems, which had earlier been 
concentrated to a few select 
cities. The enormous expansion 
of rail and telegraph lines after 
1870 allowed unprecedented 
movement of people and ideas, 
which culminated in a new wave 
of globalization.f

"Central to this revolution 
is the mass production and 
widespread use of digital 
logic circuits, and technologies 
including the computer, 
digital cellular phone, and 
the Internet – the beginning of 
the information age."g

According to Klaus Schwab, there are three factors 
differentiating the fourth from the third industrial 
revolution:  
"Velocity: The pace of change is evolving 
exponentially, whereas the previous industrial 
revolutions evolved at more of a linear pace. 
This is because the world today is so much more 
interconnected and multifaceted and that new 
technology is quickly surpassed by the next 
advancement in technology.   
Breadth and depth: It builds on the digital 
revolution, combining multiple technologies and 
causing 'unprecedented paradigm shifts in the 
economy, business, society, and individually. It is 
not only changing the what and the how of doing 
things but also who we are.' 
Systems Impact: It transforms entire systems, across 
(and within) countries, companies, industries and 
society as a whole."h

Industrial revolutions and future view
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Introduction
The integration of technology and digitalization into business activities is 
perhaps the most important trend facing modern economies today.  
Many suggest the world is entering a fourth industrial revolution, marked by 
new technologies that will reshape the organization of the global economy in 
coming decades.3 Advances in big data and artificial intelligence (AI) continue  
to allow for greater automation, which impacts how companies combine capital 
with labour to produce goods and services. Similarly, improving sensors and 
greater connectivity is helping to create the Internet of Things (IoT), which is 
fundamentally changing the mix of goods and services that consumers use,  
and how they use them. Going forward, the pace of technological change is 
likely to accelerate and will continue to spawn new disruptive technologies that 
have  broad-ranging implications for every industry, in every economy, around 
the world. 

What people do and how they do it in their everyday jobs will be one of the 
major areas impacted by these technological changes. Recent research suggests 
that more than half of students in industrialized nations may be pursuing careers 
that will be rendered obsolete by innovation in automated technologies in 
the coming two decades.4 A Canadian replication of the seminal research on 
disruptive automation by Frey and Osborne5 found that nearly 42 percent of the 
Canadian workforce is “at high risk of being affected by automation in the next 
decade or two.”6 Within the broad finance and insurance sector, as much as 43 
percent of occupations have the potential to be automated.7

Canada’s property and casualty (P&C) insurance industry will not be immune to 
these trends. In fact, most of the top trends identified in recent literature that 
will affect the industry, such as the IoT, blockchain, AI, and autonomous vehicles 
are not unique to insurance.8 As such, they will have wide-ranging implications 
on multiple business functions, from operations to customer interactions 
and product design. They also have the potential to significantly alter the 
characteristics of the P&C insurance industry’s workforce. 

This report identifies which technologies will have the biggest impact on how 
the industry operates. It also considers how the identified technologies will alter 
the performance of the sector and the labour implications of these changes 
for Canada’s P&C insurance industry. In fulfilling these objectives, this report 
considers six questions:

• Which areas of the industry face the greatest disruptions due to 
technological change?

• Which key trends are shaping the size of the industry’s workforce?

3 Schwab, “The Fourth Industrial Revolution.”
4 AlphaBeta, “The New Work Order.”
5 Frey and Osborne, “The Future of Employment.”
6 Lamb, “The Talented Mr. Robot.”
7 McKinsey Global Institute, A Future that Works.
8 Capgemini, “Top 10 Trends in Property and Casualty Insurance 2018.”

This report identifies:

• Which technologies—IoT, 
blockchain, AI, and autonomous 
vehicles—will have the biggest 
impact on how the industry 
operates

• How these technologies will 
alter the performance of the 
P&C insurance industry and 
the labour implications of these 
changes for Canadian insurance 
organizations

Going forward, the pace of 
technological change is likely 
to accelerate and will continue 
to spawn new disruptive 
technologies that have broad-
ranging implications for every 
industry, in every economy, 
around the world.
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• What key trends are shaping the skills composition of the industry’s workforce?

• What are the largest threats to the industry?

• Where does the industry envision opportunities?

• How does the industry plan to manage disruption?

To answer these questions, a two part process included: (1) conducting a wide-ranging review of the business literature 
related to current trends in technological disruption in general and what that might mean specifically for the P&C insurance 
industry, and (2) using this research to create a brief survey that was distributed to Canadian industry executives. The analysis 
in this report combines the findings in the literature review with the results of the survey. 

About the Survey
The survey was administered as an online survey in the autumn of 2017. It was distributed to the senior management of 
P&C insurance organizations that agreed to participate in the research. In total, 230 respondents completed the survey, and 
they represented a combined total of 72 different organizations within the industry. Where possible, the questions in the 
survey were designed to align with other technology-related research about the P&C insurance. This allowed for a better 
understanding of how the Canadian industry compares to other countries on specific issues.

The respondents to the survey came from a variety of backgrounds, with 42 percent having a vice-president title.   
(See Chart 1.) Another 33 percent of respondents came from the C-suite of their organizations. The rest of the respondents 
were evenly split between directors and “others,” which included a variety of people in middle management roles.

Chart 1: Vice-Presidents Accounted for the Largest Group of Respondents

Share of respondents by occupational category, percent

n=229
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

The respondents also represented a variety of different organization types and sizes. By cross referencing the company 
names of the respondents to the executive survey with information gathered as part of the Insurance Institute’s 2017 
demographic study we were able to establish the size and type of the organizations where many of the respondents work.9 
For example, more than half of respondents worked at either mutual insurers or direct response insurers. (See Chart 2.) As 
well, the respondents were nearly evenly split between those who were from organizations with more than 1,000 employees 
(See Chart 3.) 

9 Respondents were not constrained in identifying as only one organization type. For example, a respondent could identify as both a direct response 
insurer and mutual insurer at the same time. Allowing for this helps to ensure that data that is relevant to multiple organizational buckets is not lost.
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Chart 2: Respondents Represent a Variety of Organization Type

Share of respondents by organization type, percent

n=189 
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Chart 3: Respondents Represent a Variety of Organization Sizes

Share of respondents by organization size (number of employees), percent

n=189
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Prior to interpreting specific results of the executive survey, it is important to understand the representativeness of the 
executive survey sample. Doing so not only provides context for the overall findings, but also enables both researcher 
and reader to know when to use caution in generalizing conclusions. To gauge the representativeness of the survey 
sample, we compare it with employment data from the industry census. One key finding is that crown corporations and 
broker represented insurers find themselves noticeably underrepresented within the executive survey sample. In fact, 
crown corporations and broker represented insurers accounted for a respective 5 and 10 per cent of survey respondents 
despite accounting for a respective 15 and 30 per cent of the industry workforce. A noticeable consequence of the lower 
participation among crown corporations relative to their proportional representation within the workforce is that western 
provinces (particularly Saskatchewan and B.C.) do not carry their weight within the sample. This reflects the fact that crown 
corporations employ roughly half of all P&C employees west of Manitoba.
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Another point that is worth noting is that large organizations (2500+ employees) are underrepresented in the executive 
survey sample (16 percent) relative to the workforce that they employ (49 percent). At the same time, small organizations 
(<100 employees) are overrepresented across the survey sample (16 percent) in relation to the share of the industry’s 
workforce (2 percent) they employ. This too can be linked to the low turnout of respondents from crown corporations and 
broker represented insurers, organization types that account for some of the largest employers within the industry. 

The analysis in this report is complemented by findings from the additional research activities that supported  
the Insurance Institute’s Demographics of the P&C Insurance Industry in Canada, which included:

1. A survey of human resource professionals aimed at identifying views of senior HR professionals on   
 the issues of recruitment and retention of employees in key occupational categories and in strategic labour    
 market cohorts. 

2. A survey of employees aimed at identifying employees’ perceptions about their work history, work in   
 insurance, and their career prospects.

3. A demographic analysis of the industry’s workforce based on demographic data supplied by individual   
 organizations and provincial regulators. This activity includes a comparison of how the P&C insurance   
 industry’s demographic trends contrast with the rest of Canada’s labour force, as well as retirement    
 projections of the industry’s labour force to 2027. 

There are references to these activities and key findings within this report. For a more complete and   
in-depth understanding of the labour market research, please consult the full report available at: 
www.insuranceinstitute.ca/research.
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Which Areas of the Industry Face 
the Greatest Disruption Due to 
Technological Change?
Technological-driven change is a key trend impacting Canada’s P&C insurance 
industry. For example, Ernst and Young’s Canadian Property and Casualty 
Insurance Outlook for both 2016 and 2017 identified technology as a high-impact 
force for the industry, and placed it ahead of all other external influences, 
including economic and political uncertainty, customer expectations, regulation, 
the competitive landscape, and catastrophes.10 Emerging innovations in the IoT, 
automation, big data, and other digital technologies are redefining aspects of 
the industry, spanning from business models to workforce requirements. But 
where exactly is technology causing the greatest disruption within the industry?

Information Technology: At the Heart of 
Technological Change 
No other function within Canada’s P&C insurance industry is as exposed to the 
impacts of technological change as information technology (IT). The evolving 
needs of today’s digital business are transforming all areas of the industry, 
spanning from product development and underwriting to distribution and 
customer service, but what makes IT unique is that it finds itself at the core 
of much of this change. For example, organizations looking to leverage data 
through partnerships (e.g., with car manufacturers) are dependent on IT to 
handle the integration of data across systems. And the demands on IT will 
only increase as each of the core functions carried out by the P&C insurance 
industry look to successfully navigate their own emerging challenges stemming 
from technological change. The result is that organizations are being forced to 
modernize their IT systems to manage the increasing demands for IT backing 
(from back-office to front-office functions).11

Beyond its role in facilitating the adoption of digital capabilities 
throughout organizations, IT is experiencing a transformation of its 
own. Traditionally considered a cost of doing business by P&C insurance 
companies, IT is increasingly taking on a strategic role.12 

Companies are realizing that harnessing the potential of IT is becoming crucial to 
organizational success in a digital era where technology is increasingly defining 
winning business models. 

10 Ernst & Young, “2017 Canadian Property and Casualty Insurance Outlook.”
11 Avanade Inc., “IT Modernization.”
12 Krishnakanthan, Lansing, and Löffler, “Modernizing IT for a Strategic Role.”

Technological change will 
disrupt most areas of the 
industry, but greatest 
disruption is anticipated in 
these key areas: 

• At the heart of technological 
change: information technology

• Keeping up with the consumer: 
customer service

• Providing value in the wake of 
evolving distribution models: 
brokering

Demands on IT will only 
increase as each of the core 
functions carried out by the 
P&C insurance industry look to 
successfully navigate their own 
emerging challenges stemming 
from technological change.
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Knowing the magnitude of transformation required for IT to reach its potential, over two-thirds of surveyed executives 
expect that IT functions will experience a great extent of disruption over the coming five years – more than any other activity 
within the industry. (See Chart 4.) 

What is more, the perception of a high rate of disruption for IT functions is consistent across organizations of all sizes. In other 
words, smaller organizations are just as likely as larger organizations to anticipate disruption across their IT functions.

Considering the scope of a complete IT overhaul, many organizations – particularly those concerned by the costs 
and risks stemming from a complete migration away from legacy systems – will prefer to adopt a two-tiered 
approach for IT. Such organizations would retain a traditional role for IT centered around legacy system upkeep, 
something that would allow them to keep the “proverbial lights on”. At the same time, these organizations would 
have a separate function for IT that would be responsive to their emerging digital business needs. To the extent 
that organizations could streamline the processes of the former, they could free up a greater portion of their 
overall IT budget for innovation.13

Chart 4: IT is Ripe for Disruption 

Over the next five years, to what extent will the following portions of the P&C insurance industry face disruption due to  
technological change?  

Share of respondents, percent

n=214
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Against the backdrop of an expanding role for IT, a key concern for the industry is that it will not have the right people to 
meet the IT demands of the future. Retirement projections from the recent industry census suggest that one third of the 
industry’s current IT employees will retire over the coming decade. Making matters worse, employers will not only need to 

13 Huckstep, "Digital Transformation is the Strategic Imperative No Insurer Can Ignore."
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replace retiring IT workers, they will likely need to expand the number of people working within this occupation. This could 
prove to be a daunting task given that the industry faces stiff competition from other industries for new IT hires.  

To avoid gaps in experience and talent across IT functions, organizations will need to identify factors that support their 
competitiveness relative to other industries in the eyes of potential or existing IT candidates. For example, organizations may 
be interested in broadening targeted training opportunities for IT employees. According to the employee survey, 14 percent 
of IT staff cited the opportunity to access training/education as poor in their current job, well above the 6 percent average 
for all P&C insurance employees. Beyond supporting the recruitment of new and retention of existing IT candidates, such 
training programs could also benefit employers if they can be aligned with an organization’s IT modernization plans.

Customer Service: Keeping up with the Consumer 
Digital technology is reshaping consumer expectations. In the past, insurance products were largely perceived as a 
commodity, where price would trump other considerations in buying decisions.14 However, consumer interactions with tech 
giants such as Amazon, Google, Uber, and Facebook have set a new bar for customer expectations.15

Innovative companies in the P&C insurance industry are beginning to offer a glimpse 
into what the future relationship between organizations and customers may look 
like. Renters and home insurance company Lemonade, for example, has improved 
convenience for consumers through its commitment to “instant” everything. Using its 
AI-powered app, it promises to have consumers insured within 90 seconds and have 
claims paid out within three minutes. US-based auto insurer Progressive is seeking 
to improve personalization of insurance through its Name Your Price program, which 
allows customers to customize their insurance based on how much they are willing 
to pay. Finally, home insurer Hippo is looking to make premiums more affordable to 
consumers by offering tech-enabled devices such as leak detectors, as well as other 
home-monitoring sensors, that reduce policy payouts. 

If recent innovations are a harbinger of what is to come, it is understandable that industry executives anticipate significant 
disruption in customer service. Roughly three-fifths of respondents anticipate a high rate of disruption in this function, 
placing customer service only slightly behind IT on the disruption radar. However, some organizations are more likely to 
anticipate greater disruption in customer service than others. In fact, direct response insurers believe that no other area of 
insurance will face greater disruption than customer service, while most other organizations anticipate greater disruption 
in IT. (See Chart 5.) Direct response insurers may be more sensitive to, or aware of, disruptions in customer service based on 
their sales model.  

14 Naujoks et al., “Customer Behavior and Loyalty in Insurance.”
15 Catlin et al., “Time for Insurance Companies to Face Digital Reality.”

WHICH AREAS OF THE INDUSTRY FACE THE GREATEST DISRUPTION DUE TO TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE?

Consumers now expect:

• Simplicity (e.g., one-click shopping),

• Speed (e.g., 24-hour access and quick delivery),

• Transparency (e.g., clear, relevant information about a product’s features), 

• Customization (e.g., tailored services designed for the digital age),15

• And on top of that, the price must still be right.
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Chart 5: Direct Response Insurers Foresee Greater Disruption in Customer Service 

Over the next five years, to what extent will customer service face disruption due to technological change?  

Share of respondents, percent

          Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Brokering: Providing Value in the Wake of Evolving Distribution Models 
Brokers, the long-established intermediaries in the insurance industry, face rising uncertainty as traditional distribution 
models are being uprooted. Online price aggregators are increasingly allowing consumers to bypass their traditional brokers 
in favour of web-based product and price comparisons, and robo-advisors are gradually automating insurance advice.  
The result is that direct-to-consumer channels are eroding the value proposition of traditional brokers. 

Brokers around the world are aware of their predicament. In Australia, for instance, 90 percent of brokers perceive 
direct-to-consumer channels as a threat to their business.16 What is more, half of all industry executives in Canada’s P&C 
insurance industry envision a high degree of disruption in distribution/brokering over the coming five years. Interesting 
to note, C-suite respondents were more likely to envision disruption in distribution/brokering than other respondents—
they ranked distribution/brokering second to only IT among the areas that would experience the most disruption going 
forward. In comparison, other respondents foresaw greater disruption in areas including IT, customer service, and claims. 

The extent of disruption facing brokers will depend on how they adapt to change. It is unlikely that brokers will 
completely disappear, but brokers will need to reassess their value proposition within the industry’s evolving 
value chain. Direct-to-consumer channels will free up broker resources, allowing them to concentrate their efforts 
elsewhere. 

For example, brokers can leverage their customer relationships to draw insights from customer data, allowing for 
improvements in service and product development. This is expected to be a common strategy among brokers in Australia, 
58 percent of whom (including 74 percent of medium-to-large brokers) plan to drive business growth through new insurance 
products.17 Alternatively, brokers can look to collaborate with carriers, especially those who have the financial resources to 
invest in digital and analytics capabilities but who lack the depth of customer data.18 

Augmented by digital tools and analytics, the broker of the future will ultimately move away from being a generalist 
toward providing more complex risk advice. 

16 Ernst & Young. The Broker of the Future - Australia.
17 Ernst & Young. The Broker of the Future - Australia, p. 6.
18 Ernst & Young. The Broker of the Future - Australia.
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The employment outlook 
for the industry will be 
impacted by several trends: 

• The need to harness big data 
potential will drive recruitment 

• The anticipated growth in cyber 
insurance products will support 
future job creation 

• The continuing consolidation 
within organizations and in the 
industry may dampen workforce 
growth 

What Key Trends Are Shaping the Size 
of the Industry’s Workforce? 
Considering today’s unrelenting pace of technological change, the drive for cost 
efficiencies and productivity improvements, and the growing need to replace 
aging workers, it may come as a surprise that industry leaders are generally 
optimistic about the growth potential of the P&C insurance industry’s workforce. 
In fact, 7 out of every 10 surveyed executives anticipate an expansion in the 
industry’s workforce over the coming five years. And while only 7 percent of 
respondents anticipate employment growth exceeding 2.0 percent per year  
(i.e., strong employment growth) for the overall industry, four times as many 
expect strong employment growth for their own organizations. (See Chart 6.) 

Chart 6: Most Executives Anticipate Employment Growth for Industry

Over the next five years, what is your employment outlook for both your organization 
and the P&C insurance industry? 

Share of respondents, percent

n=213
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

These expectations are consistent with the P&C insurance industry’s historic 
growth: Industry employment rose by an average 1.6 percent per year between 
2011 and 2016.19 Also, Canada’s P&C insurance industry is much less exposed to 
the employment-depressing impacts of automation than some other parts of 
the broad Canadian economy,20 which is projected to see employment grow 
by 1.0 percent per year between 2018 and 2022.21 Against the backdrop of this 
positive employment outlook for the industry, this section explores which 
emerging trends are expected to have the greatest effect on the future size of 
the industry’s workforce. 

19 Insurance Bureau of Canada, “FACTS.”
20 Oschinsk and Wyonch, “Future Shock?”
21 Conference Board of Canada, “Canadian Outlook Economic Forecast.”

The P&C insurance industry 
employment growth in Canada

126,200 people in 2017
118,600 people in 2012
110,135 people in 2007
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Employment Growth Driven by the Need to Harness Big Data Potential 
No trend is expected to have a larger net positive impact on the future size of the industry’s workforce than big data and 
analytics. Data volumes are expanding exponentially, driven by the rising adoption of smartphones and the IoT. With so 
much of what people do leaving a digital trace, every organization has the potential to collect, analyze, and use data as part 
of its business processes.22 

Given its potential, organizations cannot afford to ignore the implications of big data. To take advantage of these 
opportunities, however, organizations will need to enhance their data collection capabilities. In the United States, P&C 
insurers are looking to harness the big data potential across several sources.23 (See Chart 7.) Even social media data can be 
put to serious use—Admiral Insurance uses language in Facebook posts to gauge how dangerously a person will drive.24  
In addition to expanding data collection capabilities, organizations will require employees who can effectively organize and 
analyze datasets, transforming them into insights. This is a key reason why over two-thirds of executives expect big data and 
analytics to be a source of future employment growth. (See Chart 8.)

Chart 7: Organizations Becoming Increasingly Reliant on Big Data

Sources from which U.S. P&C insurers collect big data, share of respondents, percent

Source: Willis Towers Watson 

22 Institute of Actuaries of Australia, “The Impact of Big Data.”
23 Willis Towers Watson, “Predictive Modeling.”
24 Oliver, “Insurance and the Big Data Technology Revolution.”

Big data and analytics enables organizations to:

• Use data to foster a deeper understanding of consumer behaviour, which can help 
organizations improve risk pricing, predict fraud, identify new customers, enhance customer 
service, design tailored products, and support sales and marketing efforts. 

• Collect internal data and leverage it to streamline costs, improve performance management, 
or otherwise transform their business model. 
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In an environment where the success of an organization is increasingly being influenced by its ability to leverage 
insights through data, jobs in data-driven occupational categories are increasing in importance. According to the 
Insurance Institute’s recent industry census and employee survey, data analysts make up roughly 1 percent of the 
industry’s workforce. However, the growing need to generate, digest, store, analyze, and derive meaning from data   
will drive job growth in this occupation. South of the border, for instance, IBM predicts that demand for data science  
and analytics (DSA) jobs will grow by 15 percent by 2020, spurred by a 28 percent gain in job listings for data scientists  
and advanced analysts.25 

The insurance industry is a key driver behind the rising demand for data science and analytics (DSA) jobs—59 
percent of all future DSA job demand stems from one of three industries: finance and insurance, professional 
services, and IT.26 

These trends will likely play out similarly in Canada, where changing workforce requirements are underpinning demand 
for DSA jobs.27

Chart 8: Big Data and Analytics Expected to Be a Major Source of Future Job Growth

Over the next five years, what impact do you expect the following trends to have on employment levels within the    
P&C insurance industry? 

Share of respondents, percent

n=214
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

25 Markow et al., “The Quant Crunch.”
26 Markow et al., “The Quant Crunch.”
27 Gambrill, “Calling All Data Scientists.”

WHAT KEY TRENDS ARE SHAPING THE SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY'S WORKFORCE?
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Labour shortages for data-driven occupations represent a key downside risk to the employment-augmenting effects of 
big data and analytics. Irrefutably, the industry needs data-driven occupations—HR professionals cited data analysts third 
out of 20 occupations in terms of future recruitment urgency—but these positions will likely remain among the most 
difficult to recruit. There are at least two reasons for this:

 1.    Labour demand is expanding faster than academic institutes are producing such people. In the United States  
        this has translated into DSA jobs remaining open for an average of 45 days, much longer than other jobs.28 

 2.   There are signs that the P&C industry will need to increasingly compete with other types of organizations to fill  
       these positions. HR professionals identified increased competition for talent with other industries as the number  
       one factor that will impact their recruitment efforts over the next two years.

To circumvent the costs associated with labour gaps in data-driven occupations, the industry will need to continue 
to make the industry attractive to younger workers with these skills while simultaneously identifying how best to 
retain existing talent. 

Cyber Insurance to Support Future Job Creation 
A clear majority of respondents to our executive survey expect that 
protecting against cyber threats will be a source of job creation in the 
P&C insurance industry in the coming years. Although the global cyber 
insurance market is still in its infancy, several factors represent tailwinds 
to the growth trajectory of cyber insurance coverage. To begin with, 
cybercrime is on the rise. The recent WannaCry ransomware attack is 
just one example of how increasing digitalization of business is exposing 
many organizations to unknown threats. Including extortion payments, lost 
profits due to business interruptions, and system restorations, the attack 
resulted in economic losses of US$8 billion.29 But even this significant attack 
is a drop in the bucket of annual global losses attributable to cybercrime, 
which are expected to climb from an estimated US$500 billion in 2014 to 
over US$2.1 trillion by 2019.30 

Another factor supporting rising cyber insurance coverage is looming regulatory change. In May 2018, the European Union 
implemented its General Data Protection Regulation, which will require companies interacting with EU citizens to notify the 
regulator and individuals in the event of a breach of personally identifiable data. Failure to comply would result in fines up to 
4 percent of the company’s global revenue. Canada will soon follow in the footsteps of the European Union, implementing 
its own mandatory data breach-reporting regulation over the coming year.31 

By and large, these regulations will incentivize businesses to reconsider their cyber exposure, acting as a catalyst 

for rising demand for cyber insurance.32

Low current adoption rates of cyber insurance among businesses suggest strong potential for growth in cyber insurance. 
While most small businesses across North America implement antivirus software or firewalls as cybersecurity measures, only 

28 Gambrill, “Calling All Data Scientists.”
29 Allianz, “Allianz Teams up with Cyence.”
30 Merrey et al., “Seizing the Cyber Insurance Opportunity.”
31 Sealanu, “Canada Proposes EU-Like Regulations.”
32 Aon Inpoint, “Global Cyber Market Overview.”
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one in every seven have purchased cybersecurity insurance.33 (See Chart 9.) 
This behaviour is not just confined to small and medium-sized enterprises. In 
fact, 60 percent of Fortune 500 companies currently lack sufficient insurance 
against cyber incidents, primarily because of a lack of coverage for many 
types of cyber risk.34 Ultimately, low adoption rates by businesses represent 
an opportunity for the industry to make further inroads into an underserved 
market. Premiums in the global cyber insurance market are expected to 
expand from $2.5 billion in 2015 to $20 billion by 2025.35

Consistent with the high growth potential of cyber insurance across 
commercial lines, rising consumer exposure to cyber threats represents 
tailwinds to growth in personal lines coverage. To date, the focus of 
personal lines cyber insurance coverage has been high net worth customers. 
However, the broadening exposure of the general population to cyber 
threats is prompting more carriers to consider insurance in areas including cyber extortion (e.g. ransomware attacks), wire 
transfer fraud, and even cyber bullying. This insurance may come as an add-on to home insurance, or eventually become a 
standalone policy as demand broadens. 

The growing need to protect individuals and organizations against cyber threats represents another key potential source 
of job creation and skills development for the P&C insurance industry. Most importantly, the industry will need to develop 
underwriting expertise, both at an individual company level and, in the case of a widespread attack where cumulative claims 
may be substantial, in a segment characterized by limited historic claims information and fast-changing cyber threats.36 Some 
organizations will form partnerships with other organizations that have expertise in the cyber domain, while others will hire 
experts that can shed insights into understanding the drivers of cyber risk.

Chart 9: Adoption of Cyber Insurance Remains Low among Small Businesses

Share of small businesses with cybersecurity measures in place, North America, percent

Source: Better Business Bureau

33 Council of Better Business Bureaus, “2017 State of Cybersecurity.”
34 Merrey et al., “Seizing the Cyber Insurance Opportunity.”
35 Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty SE, “A Guide to Cyber Risk.”
36 Allianz, “Allianz Teams up with Cyence.”
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In addition to broadening their underwriting expertise, an expansion in cyber insurance could support jobs 
ranging from traditional occupations in risk management to non-traditional occupations such as cyber risk 
specialists. As well, cyber insurance coverage is anticipated to diversify from tangible (e.g., data breach, extortion, 
data and software loss, and network and services liability) to intangible (e.g., reputational harm, intellectual 
property, and business interruption) assets.37 Considering the vast potential for cyber insurance expansion, the 
outlook for job growth remains positive. 

Continued Organizational Consolidation Are among the Trends Dampening 
Employment Outlook
Not all trends in the P&C insurance industry are expected to be positive for the industry’s employment growth. For example, 
continued organizational consolidation within the industry is one of several trends expected to reduce employment by 
most executives. Already Canada’s P&C insurance industry has witnessed an increasing concentration in market share among 
its largest carriers—measured in direct written premiums, the 10 largest carriers now own 65 percent of the market versus 
42 percent a decade earlier.38 (See Chart 10.) This growing concentration among the industry’s largest players is expected 
to be maintained as an increasingly competitive landscape and eroding potential for organic growth sustain pressures to 
consolidate. 

Chart 10: Additional Consolidation on the Horizon for Canada's P&C Insurance Industry

Share of direct written payments (DWP), percent

Source: Deloitte

In Ontario, for instance, additional consolidation in the broker channel is expected to result in larger technology-based 
entities—a reflection of the fact that digital distribution channels prefer scale.39 Deloitte anticipates that Canada’s P&C 
insurance industry will follow the trajectory of the life and health insurance industry, where the top three players account for 
77 percent of the market.40 

37 Merrey et al., “Seizing the Cyber Insurance Opportunity.”
38 Deloitte LLP, “Property and Casualty Insurance Re-Imagined.”
39 Thompson's World Insurance News, “Larger, Tech-Savvy Brokers Emerging.”
40 Deloitte LLP, “Property and Casualty Insurance Re-Imagined.”
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As organizations consolidate to remain relevant, they generally become leaner, retaining desired talent and cutting 
redundant employees. Roughly two-thirds of executives expect that the continuing organizational consolidation 
within the industry will have a negative effect on employment. 

Automation represents another trend that is expected to reduce the need for labour within the insurance industry. 
As noted earlier, the insurance industry generally finds itself more insulated from the effects of automation than other 
Canadian industries. However, some industry occupations are much more exposed to automation than others. For example, 
traditionally labour-intensive claims processes are beginning to become automated, something that the Oxford Martin 
School predicts will be the beginning of the end of occupations such as claims-processing clerks.41 Other occupations, 
whose work revolves heavily around data collection and processing, are expected to endure similar fates (e.g., insurance 
underwriters and appraisers). 

Whether or not employees in occupations that become increasingly obsolete are transitioned into high-value activities will 
influence the net effect of automation on the size of the industry’s workforce. In general, the balance appears to be tilted in 
favour of “not”: 55 percent of industry executives expect automation will result in job losses. 

Concerning the impacts of automation on industry employment, it is interesting to note that Crown corporations and 
independent adjusters are much more likely to expect negative effects. These organizations ranked automation among 
the trends that will depress employment going forward, while most other organizations expect continued organizational 
consolidation to be the most detrimental to the future size of the industry’s workforce. (See Table 1.)

Table 1: Trends with the Greatest Positive and Negative Impact on Employment by Organization Type

Over the next five years, what impact do you expect the following trends to have on employment levels within the    
P&C insurance industry?

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

41 Frey and Osborne, “The Future of Employment.”

WHAT KEY TRENDS ARE SHAPING THE SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY'S WORKFORCE?

Organization Type Largest Positive Impact .. . Largest Negative Impact. .    Sample 
Size

Mutual Insurer Big data and analytics
Continuing organizational 

consolidation within the industry
94

Direct response insurer  Protecting against 
cyber threats

Commoditization of insurance 55

Reinsurer Protecting against 
cyber threats

Continuing organizational 
consolidation within the industry

42

Broker-represented insurer Big data and analytics
Continuing organizational 

consolidation within the industry
26

Other (including Crown
corporations, independent 

adjusters, independent 
brokers)

Big data and analytics Automation 40
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The required skills to 
succeed in insurance will 
change significantly in 
the next three years; in 
particular:

• Analytics and data analysis 
skills are in high demand in this 
big data era 

• Customer service skills are vital 
given rising customer centricity

• Management and leadership 
skills need to change for 
disruptive times 

What Key Trends Are Shaping the 
Skills Composition of the Industry’s 
Workforce?
Seven years ago, in their book New Culture of Learning: Cultivating the Imagination 
for a World of Constant Change, Douglas Thomas and John Seely Brown predicted 
the half-life of a learned skill to be five years.42 Considering the technological 
progress that has occurred since then, it should not come as a surprise that 
the pace at which skills are becoming obsolete has only accelerated. One key 
outcome of this development is that one in four adults within the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is reporting a mismatch 
between their current skills and the qualifications required for their job. 

Looking forward, more of the same can be expected; 97 percent of insurance 
industry executives across the globe expect the required skills to succeed in their 
industry to change significantly in the next three years.43 Factors that will lead 
the change in skill requirements across Canada’s P&C insurance industry over the 
next five years include big data and analytics, AI, and rising digital engagement 
of customers. (See Chart 11.) 

Chart 11: Technological Change Is Driving the Evolution in 
Skill Requirements

Over the next five years, to what extent will the following trends impact the skill requirements of 
the P&C insurance industry? 

Share of respondents, percent

n=214

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

42 Bersin, “Rewriting the Rules for the Digital Age.”
43 Pring and Clifton, “The Work Ahead.”
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Big Data Era Spurring Demand for Analytics and Data Analysis Skills
There is little doubt that data and analytics skills will become increasingly integral to Canada’s P&C insurance workforce. 
In today's big data era, organizations’ competitive edge depends on their ability to collect, interpret, and monetize data.44 
As organizations adopt data-centric approaches across all areas of work, they will increasingly require employees that can 
analyze data, recognize patterns, and draw insights from this data.

The importance of analytics and data analysis skills was highlighted by industry executives: 69 percent believe   
this skillset will be much more important to their organizations in the coming years, higher than any other skill.   
(See Chart 12.)

This belief is not unique to Canadian P&C insurance organizations. In fact, 88 percent of global executives expect analytical 
skills to be the most important skill for the insurance workforce in 2020, well above the 68 percent that already believe it to 
be the most important skill for their organizations now.45 

Chart 12: Analytics and Data Analysis among Industry’s Important Skills of the Future

Over the next five years, how important are the following skills and capabilities relative to others for your organization?

Share of respondents, percent

n=214

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Despite its notable importance, analytics and data analysis skills are not valued equally throughout the industry. For example:

• Respondents valued analytics and data analysis skills differently based on their employment outlook for the industry 
— 75 percent of respondents with a stable or negative job outlook cited the skillset as much more important versus 66 
percent for executives that expect the size of the workforce to continue growing. 

44 Pring and Clifton, “The Work Ahead.”
45 Pring and Clifton, “The Work Ahead.”
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• Respondents also had different opinions on their organization affiliation – 92 percent of executives belonging to Crown 
corporations cited analytics and data analysis as being much more important than other skills, versus only 41 percent of 
executives working for independent brokers. [Considering that both Crown corporations and independent brokers are 
slightly unrepresented in this survey relative to what the industry census would suggest, one should be cautious with 
these results.]

• It is worth noting that among other organizations, mutual insurers (80 percent) were most bullish on analytics and data 
analysis skills, followed by reinsurers (69 percent), direct response insurers (62 percent), and independent adjusters (60 
percent). 

• In few areas is the difference in attitudes toward analytics and data analysis skills as noticeable as through the 
lens of big data. Generally, there was little variance in opinions about the importance of different skillsets among 
respondents who are sensitive to the potential for big data compared to those who were not. 

• The one exception was analytics and data analysis skills – 85 percent of big-data-sensitive respondents deemed 
analytics and data analysis much more important compared to only 48 percent of other respondents. (See Chart 13.) In 
other words, those more sensitive to the big data trend are nearly twice as likely to place a high value on analytics 
and data analysis skills.  

• For other respondents, skills such as creativity and flexibility, customer service, and leadership and management are just 
as important as analytics and data analysis skills.         
         

Chart 13: Respondents Sensitive to Big Data Are Much More Likely to Value Analytics and Data Analysis Skills

Over the next five years, how important are the following skills and capabilities relative to others for your organization?

Share of respondents, percent

Source: The Conference Board of Canada
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As the industry looks to integrate more analytics and data analysis skills into its workforce, it will be important to align the 
opinions of executives (regarding critical workforce skills) with those of HR professionals. Considering that over two-thirds of 
executives acknowledge analytics and data analysis skills as more important to their organization than others, it is interesting 
to note that fewer than half of HR professionals expect analytics and data analysis skills to be important relative to other skills 
in future recruitment decisions. This was the largest disconnect between the two groups concerning opinions on in-demand 
skills. (See Chart 14.) 

One could argue that HR professionals are placing greater emphasis on upskilling existing workers with analytics and data 
analysis skills as opposed to hiring new employees with these skills. However, results from the employee survey suggest 
that fewer than 4 percent of current employees received training in analytics and data analysis last year, compared to a 
respective 15 and 10 percent that received training in communication and business development and sales—two skills that 
HR professionals value more than executives. 

In a world where analytics and data analysis skills are growing in importance, organizations will not only need 
to become more targeted in skill acquisition, but also foster lifelong training through their career development 
learning modules.

Chart 14: Executives and HR Professionals Disagree on the Importance of Analytics and Data Analysis Skills

Over the next five years, how important are the following skills and capabilities relative to others for your organization? 

Share of respondents, percent

Source: The Conference Board of Canada
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Customer Service Skills Are Vital Given Rising Customer Centricity
Customer service skills are becoming increasingly important to the industry as organizations look to reposition customers at 
the core of their business models. Historically, insurers seldom connected with customers; generally contact only occurred 
when a claim was made or when the policy renewal period rolled around.46 Such limited interactions with customers are 
a key reason why 40 percent of current P&C insurance customers are likely to switch to a new provider for auto and home 
insurance in the next 12 months.47 

Limited interactions with customers may have been feasible in a world were insurance was commoditized, but 
evidence suggests that customer experience is overtaking price as the key brand differentiator.48 

A key reason is that today’s customers are increasingly valuing simplicity, speed, and customization. As such, many 
organizations are considering how best to transform customer service from a cost centre into a competitive advantage.49  
A key ingredient to greater customer centricity and the increasing digital engagement of consumers is customer  
service skills. This explains why three in five executives cited the skillset as more important than others to the future  
of their organization.

As the relationship between organizations and customers evolves, so too will the customer service skillset needed to 
succeed. For one, organizations are expanding their omni-channel capabilities, making it increasingly important for customer 
service representatives to be proficient in engaging consumers across multiple channels (i.e., mobile, online, and physical). 
In addition, organizations are increasingly tailoring their products to the unique needs of the customer. In some cases, 
insurance organizations are even offering non-insurance services, such as home security, car maintenance, and financial 
planning, to enhance the customer relationship.50

 

This increased customization is making it more important for customer service representatives to assess the 
customer’s needs to take advantage of cross-selling opportunities.51 At the same time, the representative needs to 
communicate the benefits of the service offerings to customers to cultivate their long-term loyalty.

Some organizations within the industry are placing greater value on customer service skills than others. Most notably, 70 
percent of broker-represented insurers, independent brokers, and independent adjusters ranked customer service skills as 
much more important, compared to only 53 percent of executives at other types of organizations. (See Chart 15 on page 
24.)  Even more noteworthy, broker-represented insurers and independent adjusters rated customer service skills as the 
most important skill to the future of their organizations, whereas most other organizations clearly valued analytics and data 
analysis skills most highly.

46 Naujoks et al., “Customer Behavior and Loyalty in Insurance.”
47 Deloitte LLP, “Property and Casualty Insurance Re-Imagined.”
48 Naujoks et al., “Customer Behavior and Loyalty in Insurance.”
49 Tran, “The Future of Customer Support.”
50 Naujoks et al., “Customer Behavior and Loyalty in Insurance.”
51 Klimek, Gaylard, and Mehta, “From Lip Service to Customer Service.”
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Chart 15: Customer Service Skills Are Most Important to Broker-Represented Insurers, Independent Brokers,  
and Independent Adjusters

Over the next five years, how important will customer service skills be relative to others for your organization? 

Share of respondents, percent

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Part of the explanation for the high value these organizations place on customer service skills can be traced to their more 
direct relationship with customers. In the case of independent brokers, for example, three-quarters of employees work in 
one of two occupational categories—brokers and sales and service—both of which centre on interactions with customers.52  
More importantly, however, organizations such as independent brokers are having to re-evaluate their relationship with 
customers. 

As the industry’s distribution model becomes more oriented toward direct insurance, brokers must evolve to 
preserve their relevance within the industry’s value chain. For them, superior customer service skills will be central 
to achieving that objective. 

52 Insurance Institute of Canada 2017 industry census.

If traditional brokers can leverage their customer relationships to draw insights from customer 
data, they would be better positioned to implement strategies to improve service and product 
development. Strategies such as:

• Delivering customer service in an omni-channel environment

• Tailoring products and customizing service to the unique needs of the customer 

• Communicating the benefits of the service offerings to cultivate brand loyalty
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Disruptive Times Require Management and Leadership Skills
In a world that is being redefined by a transition to digital, organizations must not only be willing to adapt to change, they 
must also be responsive to perpetual change. Creating and supporting a culture of adaptability requires new skills and 
practices from the industry’s managers and leaders. However, not everyone agrees that today’s leaders are fully prepared 
to tackle tomorrow’s challenges. For example, Deloitte’s 2017 Global Human Capital Trends survey found that only 5 percent 
of financial services CEOs feel they have strong digital leaders in place.53

Unsurprisingly, P&C insurance executives are intent on developing management and leadership skills to avoid a leadership 
gap, with just under three in five respondents citing leadership/management skills as being much more important. C-suite 
respondents were particularly bullish on leadership and management skills, ranking it first among skills of the future versus 
fourth for non-C-suite respondents. 

Against the backdrop of disruptive times, the leadership skills that are required for success in the industry are 
changing. In contrast to “leaders of the past [who] were often tasked with executing predetermined strategies, 
increasing efficiency, and improving preexisting processes, one of the most valuable assets of future leaders is 
their willingness and ability to create something entirely new.”54

One important implication of this development is that leaders will increasingly be relied upon to make strategic decisions. 
In other words, leaders will need to conceptualize possibilities in a virtual world, think divergently about new ways 
of doing things, and make evidence-based judgments.55 Just as important, however, leaders will need to tolerate an 
environment of risk, making decisions decisively without full information. 

Effective leaders in an era of accelerating change will still need traditional leadership skills. According to the Harvard Business 
Review, for example, the top ranked competency for management positions is the ability to inspire and motivate others.56 
(See Chart 16 on page 26.) This is especially true in a human-capital-based industry such as insurance, in which organizations 
depend on the skills, creativity, and knowledge of its workforce. Successful leaders will still need to take advantage of their 
workplace skills, such as motivational skills and emotional intelligence, to empower employees to maximize their contribution 
to the organization’s strategic objectives. Increasingly this may have to be done with a diverse workforce containing 
contractors, contingent workers, and crowd talent.

As the industry looks to recruit and develop management and leadership skills, it should be receptive to contemporary 
thinking on development practices. For instance, future leaders may be identified early in their careers based on their 
creativity and ability to lead teams, and thus be given outsized responsibilities to develop their leadership skills, 
whereas past leaders may have been selected based on experience, tenure, performance, or simply for having paid 
their dues.57 Moreover, leaders may increasingly be developed through problem solving and real-world projects in addition 
to training and professional development programs.

Finally, the P&C insurance industry has traditionally promoted people from within into management positions. 
Organizations should remain open to hiring leaders from outside the industry who can bring outside experience and 
knowledge that could benefit the industry.

53 Abbatiello et al., “Leadership Disrupted.”
54 Abbatiello et al., “Leadership Disrupted.”
55 Abbatiello et al., “Leadership Disrupted.”
56 Harvard Business Review, "Operationalizing Digital Transformation.”
57 Abbatiello et al., “Leadership Disrupted.”

WHAT KEY TRENDS ARE SHAPING THE SKILLS COMPOSITION OF THE INDUSTRY’S WORKFORCE?
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Chart 16: Ability to Inspire and Motivate Topping Leadership Competencies 

Competencies voted most important for all management positions, share of respondents, percent

Source: Harvard Business Review
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The greatest threats to 
organizations, and the 
industry, over the next five 
years are:

• Failure to keep pace with the 
influx of technological changes 

• Inability to attract and retain key 
talent will leave organizations 
exposed

• Losing to the competitive 
pressures of new market 
entrants 

What Are the Largest Threats to the 
Industry?
An age of digital disruption is forcing P&C insurance organizations to 
continually re-evaluate potential threats to their operational viability. Many 
of these threats are familiar to organizations, including the rising incidence 
of natural disasters, uncertain economic growth, regulatory changes, and 
the inability to attract and retain talent with key skills. However, many threats 
have only recently emerged, including rate comparison websites, growing 
cyber threats, and increasing automation in vehicles. Regardless of the threat, 
technological change is leaving its mark on how the industry perceives threats. 
In this section, we examine where the industry anticipates the largest threats 
over the next five years.

Keeping Pace with Technological Change 
The unrelenting pace of technological change represents the largest threat  
to organizations within Canada’s P&C insurance industry. Technology is 
redefining the success factors of organizations within the industry; most   
notably through its impact on customer expectations and workforce needs. 
And if this isn’t threatening enough, these criteria are in constant flux as new 
technologies emerge. Against this backdrop, it is unsurprising that 74 percent  
of executives believe that technological change is advancing at a faster pace 
than they can adapt. 

Moreover, executives cited the speed of technological change as the top threat 
to meeting the financial objectives of their organization, ahead of factors linked 
to technological change, including the inability to attract and retain talent 
and skills and new market entrants. (See Chart 17 on next page.) Ironically, 
technological change is also providing organizations with an abundance 
of opportunities to adapt and succeed in this new digital era. However, 
organizations are apprehensive of finding themselves on the wrong side of 
change, overcommitting to a strategy whose failing would put them at an 
even greater competitive disadvantage relative to other organizations.

Percent of executives believe 
that technological change is 
advancing at a faster pace  
than they can adapt.
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Chart 17: Executives Are Most Threatened by the Speed of Technological Change 

Over the next five years, which of the following issues represent the largest threats to the financial objectives of your organization?

Share of respondents, percent

n=224, respondents could choose up to three responses 
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

One key reason why many organizations are concerned by the accelerating pace of technological change is that 
they might not reap the gains of technological progress. For one, digital technology has been shown to erode value in 
companies at the expense of consumers.58  In other words, the benefits that accrue to organizations that adopt technologies 
is ultimately transferred to consumers (generally through lower prices).

What is more, digital technology has been shown to be non-inclusive, propelling some organizations to become 
dominant market players while others become irrelevant.59 This has been the case in the P&C insurance industry, 
where premiums have become increasingly concentrated among the industry’s largest organizations. This trend 
will likely continue as the technological landscape evolves. This factor likely explains why 67 percent of executives 
working in smaller organizations (i.e., those employing fewer than 200 workers) cited the speed of technological 
change as a key threat versus 60 percent for executives in organizations employing 200 or more workers.  
This makes sense considering that digital technologies tend to penalize organizations that have trouble scaling 
their business.

One key result of the increasing pace of technological change is that organizations are being forced to engage in 
shorter planning cycles. Constant change means that organizations need to be adaptable and agile to remain competitive. 
In other words, the success of a given organization will increasingly depend on its ability to strategically and effectively pivot 
when opportunities or threats arise.60 

Organizations will need to move away from a cycle of major transformation every few years to one that enables 
gradual but constant change. Several industries are already witnessing this transformation, with organizations 
shifting from five-year strategic planning cycles to ones that are updated every quarter.61

58 Catlin et al., “Time for Insurance Companies to Face Digital Reality.”
59 Catlin et al., “Time for Insurance Companies to Face Digital Reality.”
60 CA Technologies, “The Need for a Modern PMO.”
61 CA Technologies, “The Need for a Modern PMO.”
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WHAT ARE THE LARGEST THREATS TO THE INDUSTRY?

Inability to Attract and Retain Key Talent Is Exposing Organizations
Nearly as threatening to organizations as the speed of technological change is the concern that talent shortages will impede 
their ability to adapt to change. Every opportunity afforded by new technologies requires organizations to have specific 
skills and capabilities to capitalize on the opportunities. What is more concerning for organizations is that not having the 
right talent in a digital world can be even more costly. An organization that is forced to forgo digital initiatives because of 
talent shortages will find itself at a competitive disadvantage relative to competitors. This competitive disadvantage 
could quickly compound if, for example, the organization is forced to retain employees whose work could otherwise be 
rendered redundant. 

Given that talent can make or break an organization, it is understandable that over half of executives cited an inability to 
attract and retain talent as a key threat to their organization. Interestingly, there was considerable variation in responses to 
this question across organization types, ranging from a low of 47 percent among mutual insurers to a high of 92 percent 
for Crown corporations. This may partly be because Crown corporations are expected to experience the highest retirement 
rates in the coming decade.62 Regardless, considering the high perceptibility of this threat, it is worrying that only 8 percent 
of executives strongly agree that they are ready for the talent demands of the future compared to over one-quarter of 
respondents that reported being unprepared. (See Chart 18.)

Chart 18: More than One in Four Organizations Are Unprepared for the Talent Demands of the Future

“My organization is prepared for the talent demands of the future.” 

Share of respondents, percent

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Rising competition for digital talent represents a key impediment to P&C insurance organizations’ ability to meet 
their future talent needs. 

On the demand side: P&C insurance organizations will increasingly be in competition with other industries that find 
themselves in need of digital expertise. 

For example, the Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC) expects rapid advances in technology to 
drive demand for information and communications technology (ICT) jobs, resulting in an additional 216,000 ICT positions 
that need to be filled throughout the Canadian economy by 2021, equivalent to just under one-fifth of the current ICT 

62 CA Technologies, “The Need for a Modern PMO.”
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workforce.63 While job growth across ICT positions has historically been fueled by the finance and insurance industry (where 
ICT jobs have grown by a CAGR 64 of 6.5 percent between 2011 and 2016 compared to 2.4 percent in the overall economy), 
future demand for ICT positions will originate across several sectors, including professional services and manufacturing.65

On the supply side: the growth in the number of graduates with in-demand digital skills is not expected to keep pace 
with expanding demand for these skills.

For the supply of ICT workers to keep pace with demand, Canada would likely need to experience an increase in the number 
of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) graduates.66 In its most recent census, Statistics Canada reports that 
only one in four of Canada's post-secondary graduates (or 1.34 million out of 5.40 million) were from STEM fields. As well, the 
numbers of post-secondary students enrolled specifically in math, computer, and information sciences programs peaked in 
2002 after the dot-com bubble at the turn of the century.67 Although enrolment has risen in recent years from the nadir it 
reached in the late 1990s, it remains well below peak levels.

This situation is not unique to Canada. In fact, a poll conducted by Gallup for the Business-Higher Education Forum revealed 
that by 2021, 69 percent of US employers expect candidates with data science and analytics (DSA) skills to be preferred for 
jobs in their organizations, yet only 23 percent of college and university leaders say their graduates will have those skills. 

Making matters worse for Canada’s P&C insurance industry (on top of potential shortages of graduates with digital 
skills from which to recruit) is the fact that the industry is expected to face a substantial outflow of IT workers to 
retirement, many of which may have needed digital skills. One-third of the industry’s IT workforce is forecast to 
retire by 2022.68

Considering the supply and demand balance for key digital talent, it is understandable that executives expect competition 
for talent to heat up in the future. This perspective aligns with those of HR professionals within the industry, who identified 
increased competition for talent with other industries as the number one factor impacting their recruitment efforts over the 
next two years. What differentiates executives and HR professionals is which industries they expect represent the greatest 
competition for future talent. While HR professionals believe that competition for future talent will largely remain within 
the confines of the insurance sector, executives are more expectant that the industry will be competing with the likes 
of fintech, professional services, and consulting. (See Chart 19.)

63 ICTC, “The Next Talent Wave.”
64 Compound annual growth rate.
65 ICTC, “The Next Talent Wave.”
66 ICTC, “The Next Talent Wave.”
67 Statistics Canada, CANSIM table 477-0020.
68 Insurance Institute of Canada 2017 industry census.
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Chart 19: P&C Executives Are More Concerned than HR Professionals about External Competition for Talent 

Which of the following industries represents the strongest competition for the candidate pool of labour from which you recruit?

Share of respondents, percent 

*up to three responses accepted  
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Finally, it is interesting to note that the skillset of digital talent will need to be well rounded if these employees are to be 
successfully integrated into the operations of a business and contribute to success in the way that employers desire. In a 
global survey, organizations report a more pronounced digital talent gap in workplace skills (particularly customer centricity 
and passion) than in hard digital skills (particularly cybersecurity and cloud computing). This was true even though a lack of 
hard digital skills can be even more detrimental to an organization’s digital transformation.69 

Looking forward, organizations will need to develop new approaches to hiring and developing people to manage the risks 
associated with talent shortages. Regarding skills, organizations will need to stay nimble and develop a culture of continuous 
upskilling in response to changing business model needs. As well, organizations also have to take advantage of the skills 
transfer potential of retirees to younger workers. One way in which organizations can facilitate such knowledge transfers is by 
blending their experienced talent (those with insurance knowledge) with their millennials.70 

Concerning recruitment, organizations will need to anticipate potential labour shortages and engage in continuous 
recruitment. This will not only help them avoid unfilled vacancies, but also let them keep a close eye on the talent pool 
independent of current recruitment needs.

69 Capgemini, “The Digital Talent Gap.”
70 Smith, “Overcoming the Big Talent Crunch.”

WHAT ARE THE LARGEST THREATS TO THE INDUSTRY?
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New Market Entrants Fuelling Competitive Pressures 
Rising competition from new market entrants, spurred by the recent insurtech expansion, represents another key threat 
to organizations within the industry. Since 2011, cumulative global investment into insurtech, a broad movement whereby 
technology is used to make the insurance business model more efficient, has swiftly expanded to US$6.0 billion.71 What is 
more, insurtech funding deals have continued to trend upward despite a slowdown in total insurtech investment in 2016.72  
(See Chart 20 on page 32.) 

Chart 20: Global Insurtech Financing Remains Strong 

Left axis: Investment into insurtech, US$ billions
Right axis: Number of insurtech funding deals

Source: CB Insights

What is equally or more concerning to incumbent insurance organizations than the broad penetration of new  
market entrants into several areas of the insurance market is the fact that these entrants are better suited to compete 
on price; unlike incumbent organizations, lean and agile insurtech entrants are not inhibited by the costs associated 
with legacy systems. 

71 CB Insights, “Insurance Tech Startups.”
72 CB Insights, “Insurance Tech Startups.”

Increasing investment has led to increasing innovation in areas including:

• online policy handling,

• consumer wearables, 

• claim acceleration tools,

• pay-per-use insurance, and 

• personalized premiums.
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Given that new market entrants are forcing incumbent companies to modify their business models, it is not surprising that 64 
percent of executives believe that non-traditional market entrants represent a threat to their organization's performance.  
(See Chart 21 on page 33.) What is more surprising, however, is the extent to which organizations believe that insurtech 
could potentially impact their market share. In the United States, for example, just under one in three insurance organizations 
estimate that upward of 20 percent of their revenues are at risk to insurtech companies.73

The uneven spread of insurtech across the P&C insurance industry is a key reason why organizations perceive the emergence 
of non-traditional market entrants differently. For example:

• Among respondents to our executive survey, broker-represented insurers are almost twice as likely as direct response 
insurers to view non-traditional market entrants as a threat to their organization. (See Chart 21 on page 33.) 

• This likely reflects recent findings from a McKinsey study that found that while newcomers have innovated throughout 
the insurance value chain, their focus to date has been on distribution. (See Chart 22 on page 34.) 

• This has likely had a disproportional impact on broker-represented insurers and independent brokers. 

• More broadly, McKinsey found that insurtech has made greater inroads into P&C insurance products than it has for 
health and life insurers. They estimate that 46 percent of all insurtech innovations to date have occurred within the P&C 
insurance industry, ahead of both health (33 percent) and life (21 percent) insurance. 

Chart 21: Non-Traditional Market Entrants Generally Perceived as a Threat

“The emergence of non-traditional market entrants (e.g. Insurtech, P2P) represents a _______ to our organization’s performance.” 

Share of respondents, percent 

n=184
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

73  PwC, “Global InsurTech Report.”

WHAT ARE THE LARGEST THREATS TO THE INDUSTRY?
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Chart 22: Insurtech Focus Has Been on Distribution

Share of innovations in insurtech database, percent

Source: McKinsey & Company

In our executive survey, not all respondents feel as threatened by the emergence of non-traditional market entrants. 
For instance:

• Respondents from Crown corporations and direct response insurers are just as likely to foresee opportunities as threats 
in non-traditional market entrants. 

• Among the respondents who see an opportunity regarding these organizations, one in three expect the opportunity 
will be substantial. For these respondents, non-traditional market entrants such as insurtech start-ups offer them a 
unique chance to evolve their business models. 

• Adapting the innovative solutions of these new entrants to their own business models, incumbents expect they will be 
able to improve their processes and leverage big data capabilities. 

Considering that new entrants face barriers to scalability because they do not have established client bases, while 
incumbent organizations are more likely to enjoy the advantages of large capital reserves and underwriting skills built 
on years of experience and proprietary data, the potential for a symbiotic relationship is evident.74

74 Catlin et al., “Time for Insurance Companies to Face Digital Reality.”
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Where Does the Industry Envision 
Opportunities?
Although technological change is at the core of most threats facing the P&C 
insurance industry, it is also the driving force behind unique opportunities that 
are helping organizations successfully navigate change. Technology is blazing 
trails for new insurance products and services (e.g., in cyber insurance) and 
forging new value propositions for insurers to explore. Technology is providing 
insurers with the means to transition into digital sales platforms to align with 
evolving consumer expectations. As well, technology is affording insurers 
with opportunities to transform their operations (e.g., through blockchain 
technologies), providing adopters with a competitive edge in the future. While 
every organization will have a unique strategy for how best to take advantage 
of technological change, this section examines where most P&C insurers 
foresee significant opportunities.

Transitioning Toward Direct Digital Quoting and 
Binding 
The interaction between insurers and consumers is changing as new digital 
offerings influence consumer behaviour. Indeed, consumers are increasingly 
facing digital offerings in industries spanning from retail to financial services, 
something that has resulted in a growing portion of Canadians becoming 
comfortable with purchasing insurance online.75 This behaviour parallels that 
of US consumers, “80 percent of [whom] are willing to use digital and remote 
contact channels (including web chat, email, mobile apps, video or phone) in 
place of interacting with insurers via agents or brokers.” 76 Knowing this, insurers 
can appreciate the potential for direct digital distribution whereby they can 
quote, bind, and issue their product through mobile or online channels.

Some insurers have already begun capitalizing on this opportunity. Economical 
Insurance, for example, has made inroads in the digital direct-to-consumer 
business with the launch of Sonnet Insurance, a digital platform that offers home 
insurance policies. Another example is Aha, which recently launched its digital 
quote-to-bind service. Geared toward Ontario’s auto insurance market, the 
service allows customers to receive a quote, purchase insurance, and manage 
their policies online without human intervention unless the customer requires 
assistance.77 

For those insurers that have not shifted toward direct digital quoting 
and binding, the opportunities in doing so are apparent. Almost nine in 
ten executives agree that changing consumer demands are forcing their 

75 Economical Insurance, “Economical Drives Insurance Industry Innovation.”
76 Ernst & Young, “Digital Transformation in Insurance.”
77 Canadian Insurance Top Broker, “New Quote-to-Bind Insurance Provider Hits Ontario.”

The greatest opportunities 
for organizations, and the 
industry, over the next five 
years are:

• Transitioning toward direct 
digital quoting and binding 

• Tapping into blockchain 
potential

 Percent of consumers are 
willing to use digital and remote 
contact channels. 

Percent of executives agree that 
changing consumer demands 
are forcing their organization to 
rethink how they deliver their 
product.
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organization to rethink how they deliver their product. And what better way to adapt to changing customer expectations 
than to engage customers through a variety of channels? Especially now that early adopters have demonstrated the 
potential to generate value through digital direct-to-consumer platforms.78

Unsurprisingly, just under two-thirds of executives cited direct digital quoting and binding as a significant opportunity 
in meeting the financial objectives of their organizations. This was nearly double the share of respondents who foresaw 
opportunities in blockchain technologies, the second most-cited opportunity among executives. But this sentiment was not 
shared equally across organizations. Only 40 percent of executives at organizations employing under 200 workers expect 
opportunities in digital direct-to-consumer selling compared to an astounding 80 percent of organizations with 200 or 
more employees. (See Chart 23.) In fact, respondents at smaller employers almost universally were less likely to indicate that 
technology provided significant opportunities. This could reflect the fact that the competitiveness of larger organizations 
is more geared toward their ability to scale, something direct digital quoting and binding offers.

Chart 23: Executives at Large Organizations Are Most Eager about Direct Digital Quoting and Binding Potential

Over the next five years, which of the following technologies and products represent the largest opportunities to meeting the financial objectives of 
your organization? 
 Share of respondents, percent 

n=225

Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Beyond its importance to meeting evolving consumer expectations, direct digital quoting and binding can benefit insurance 
organizations in other ways. 

78 Ernst & Young, “Digital Transformation in Insurance.”
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WHERE DOES THE INDUSTRY ENVISION OPPORTUNITIES?

From an operational perspective, for example, it can deliver substantial near-term gains in the form of reduced 
costs as labour previously engaged in various customer interactions (e.g., advising) is freed up. More importantly, 
digital direct-to-consumer platforms represent a portal to gather deeper customer insights. In contrast to 
traditional insurance organizations that remain dependent on customer information provided through 
applications and claims, the potential for collecting consumer data through digital means is less constrained. 
Ultimately, this will provide insurance organizations with invaluable information that can be used to optimize 
customization, improve customer engagement, and differentiate themselves within the industry. 

Insofar as direct digital quoting and binding enables organizations to promote customer loyalty, it will also support the 
longer-term competitiveness of adopting insurance organizations. 

Tapping into Blockchain Potential
While its adoption has yet to become mainstream, the breadth of potential applications for blockchain technologies is a key 
reason why executives in the P&C insurance industry are bullish on blockchain. The technology was initially used in 2009 for 
the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, and later adopted by the financial services industry.79

Blockchain is an independent and universal digital ledger that records all transactions or digital events executed by 
participating parties. 

How exactly the technology will transform industries, including the P&C insurance industry, has yet to be seen, but insurance 
organizations believe that adopting blockchain could result in faster claims settlement, improved record keeping, and 
reduced fraud. (See Chart 24 on page 38.)  The breadth of the potential impacts of blockchain are apparent when one 
considers that only a marginally lower share of respondents anticipate benefits of the next four highest-ranked items, 
including greater transparency, streamlining of processes, heightened data security and integrity, and cost efficiencies.

79 DAprile, “The Current State of Direct-to-Consumer Models.”
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Chart 24: Expected Benefits of Adopting Blockchain Are Plentiful

Top five expected benefits of adopting blockchain, share of respondents, percent

Source: Cognizant

Categorizing the many potential applications for blockchain technologies, no area of the P&C insurance industry will be more 
impacted than operations. (See Chart 25 page 39.) 

• Blockchain has the strong potential to create efficiencies in key operational areas.      
For example, blockchain could facilitate collaboration with third-party information sources needed for underwriting, 
pricing, claims management, and reinsurance, a process that has historically been manual, time consuming, and 
expensive.80 By creating a single true source for this data, blockchain could facilitate the cost-effective access of this 
information by carriers. 

• Blockchain holds promise in payment processing.         
 While many carriers have already taken measures to ease and expedite payments through solutions such as mobile 
payment, social media payment, mobile wallets, and electronic funds transfers, intermediaries’ (e.g., banks, vendors) 
service fees and clearance times remain a challenge.81 Blockchain enables payments to be approved automatically 
without the need for human intervention or a central authority, something that would considerably speed up payment 
processing and cut operating costs.          
 

80 Francis et al., “The Blockchain Imperative.”
81 Francis et al., “The Blockchain Imperative.”
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Chart 25: Blockchain Expected to Have Largest Impact on Operations 

Impact of blockchain across enterprise functions, share of respondents that rated impact as "high," percent

Source: Cognizant

• Blockchain could noticeably simplify the claims process.         
Smart contracts, a set of rules stored on a blockchain, are able to verify, enforce, negotiate, and track the performance 
of a contract between parties. They can also automatically execute a set of rules in case of a triggering event.82 For 
example, using information such as flight schedules and weather (which is stored on a blockchain), a smart travel 
insurance contract can automatically initiate and pay out claims when there is a flight cancellation.

Combined, these operational efficiencies are why three in five P&C insurers anticipate that blockchain will have 
a high impact on operations, noticeably more than those that expect the technology to have a high impact on 
other industry functions, including data management, finance, and IT.  

One important consequence of blockchain across operations is job automation. A survey conducted by Cognizant of 
insurance executives across the globe found that 91 percent of respondents expect the adoption of blockchain to result in 
cost savings at their organization of more than 2.5 percent, with most of these savings coming from automation.83  What 
is more, over two-thirds of respondents expect that more than 2.5 percent of jobs at their organizations will be automated 
because of blockchain. 

While a direct comparison with our executive survey is not possible, it is interesting to note that a respondent’s receptiveness 
to blockchain (within our survey) did influence their employment outlook for the overall industry. Among respondents who 
anticipated opportunities in blockchain, 43 percent had a stable or negative outlook of the industry compared to 34 percent 
of those who did not foresee opportunities in blockchain. This supports the notion that blockchain adoption is likely to 
reduce headcounts.

Looking forward, organizations will face various obstacles in adopting blockchain technologies. These can include:

• external obstacles such as privacy and security concerns, 

• internal obstacles such as understanding blockchain and its uses and communicating its benefits to key decision  
makers,84 as well as

82 Francis et al., “The Blockchain Imperative.”
83 Stockwell, Francis, and Krishnamurthy, “Blockchain in Insurance.”
84 Stockwell, Francis, and Krishnamurthy, “Blockchain in Insurance.”

WHERE DOES THE INDUSTRY ENVISION OPPORTUNITIES?
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• a lack of requisite skills: adopting blockchain technologies requires skillsets that generally extend beyond the traditional 
IT skillsets of insurance organizations into areas of technical expertise, including public key infrastructure, information 
architecture, software engineering, network infrastructure and integration, and user interface/user experience.85 

In implementing blockchain technologies, it also worth noting that organizations should avoid the pattern 
of many IT projects that are massive in scale, slow to implement, and often fail to meet expectations. Instead, 
insurance organizations are advised to take a nimbler approach of starting small, failing fast, identifying what 
works, and scaling quickly.86 

In short, blockchain represents one of the most powerful technologies for enabling digital transformation, and it is 
potentially self-financing.87

85 Francis et al., “The Blockchain Imperative.”
86 Stockwell, Francis, and Krishnamurthy, “Blockchain in Insurance.”
87 Ernst & Young, “Digital Transformation in Insurance.”
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How Does the Industry Plan to Manage 
Disruption?
P&C insurance organizations face an unprecedented era of disruption driven 
by technological change. Not only does the industry face the challenge of 
incorporating innovations like AI, the IoT, and blockchain into their business 
practices, organizations are also confronted with changing distribution channels, 
regulatory change, new market entrants, and demographic change. In this 
hyper-disruptive age, many organizations are held back by their inability to 
address this change in its entirety. However, organizations know that unless they 
adapt, their survival will be at risk. In this section, we explore how organizations 
expect to tackle disruption. 

Investing in Digital Capabilities 
P&C insurance organizations understand that to successfully manage disruption 
and adapt to technological change, they will need to invest in digital and 
innovative capabilities. Roughly 95 percent of executives highlighted the 
importance of changing their business and operating models to remain 
competitive in the future. However, changing these models requires substantial 
digital investments. But not just any investments—organizations will need to 
move from doing digital to being digital.88 In other words, organizations can no 
longer rely on siloed efforts to capture value through technologies but must 
instead reimagine all aspects of their business model to take advantage of the 
digital opportunities. Knowing this, 72 percent of executives cited investment 
in digital and innovative capabilities as the most important way to adapt to 
technological change—more than double any other activity. (See Chart 26 on 
page 42.) 

88 Deloitte, “From ‘Doing Digital’ to 'Being Digital'."

In order to survive, 
organizations will need 
to adapt by tackling the 
disruption head on by:

• Investing in digital and 
innovative capabilities

• Having the right talent to 
manage disruption

Roughly 95 percent of 
executives highlighted the 
importance of changing their 
business and operating models 
to remain competitive in the 
future.
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Chart 26: Investing in Digital and Innovative Capabilities Is Central to Adapting to Technological Change

Over the next five years, which of the following activities are most important to your organization as it adapts to technological change?

Share of respondents, percent

n=224, respondents could choose up to three responses
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

Replacing legacy systems represents one key area that organizations will need to prioritize investments in to fully harness 
the opportunities provided by emerging technologies. Indeed, legacy systems represent a roadblock to organizations’ 
digital transformations for several reasons:

• Legacy systems are costly to maintain. 

• Some estimates suggest that 75 percent of IT budgets at banks and insurance organizations are consumed with 
maintaining existing systems.89 Considering that IT accounts for just under one-quarter of the total operating costs for 
the P&C insurance industry,90 this suggests that some organizations spend 17 cents of every dollar of their operations 
budget maintaining these outdated systems. (See Chart 27 on page 43.) Insofar as this portion of an organization’s 
budget is being diverted away from potential productivity-enhancing investments, legacy systems act as a barrier to 
competitiveness in a digital age. 

• Legacy systems limit an organization’s ability to introduce new technologies. 

To date, “most insurers’ approaches to going digital have amounted to a digital veneer placed on top of legacy systems, 
processes and products.”91 However, the need to access and process large volumes of data, spurred by the IoT and 
innovations in AI, is making it increasingly difficult for organizations to use existing IT infrastructure. This is a key 
reason why 81 percent of UK insurers reported that existing IT systems hinder innovation.92 Moreover, it helps to explain 
why P&C executives cited current processes and procedures as the largest hurdle to adapting to technological change, 
ahead of budget constraints. (See Chart 28 on page 43.)

89 Crotty and Horrocks, “Managing Legacy System Costs.”
90 Peters, Vogelgesang, and Kaniyar, “Transitioning to Standard Software.”
91 Cognizant, “The Future of Insurance.”
92 Marketforce, “The Future of General Insurance 2016.”
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Chart 27: A Significant Portion of IT Budgets Are Consumed Maintaining Legacy Systems 

Share of total operating costs, P&C insurance industry, percent 

Source: McKinsey and Company

Chart 28: Legacy Systems Represent a Crucial Hurdle to Adapting to Technological Change 

Over the next five years, which of the following represent the largest hurdles to your organization’s ability to adapt to technological change? 

Share of respondents, percent

n=224
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

HOW DOES THE INDUSTRY PLAN TO MANAGE DISRUPTION?
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Beyond replacing legacy systems, organizations face several other investment opportunities. For example, organizations can:

• Invest in new digital partnerships inside and outside the industry that allow it to expand into new business lines. 

• Invest in tools that allow them to become more data driven and innovative. Process innovation was the most common 
type of innovation undertaken by organizations in our survey; 89 percent of respondents had engaged in process 
innovation, primarily by customizing or significantly modifying existing technology (64 percent) and purchasing off-
the-shelf technology (63 percent). Process innovation generally focuses on improving the productivity of an organization’s 
workforce. 

• Invest in product and marketing innovation, which generally serve to boost an organization’s sales. Roughly two-thirds 
of respondents to our executive survey expect to undertake these types of innovations over the next five years. For 
example, investments in front-end capabilities (e.g., expanding distribution channels) can improve customer experience. 
The benefit of such investments is that they could drive improvements in customer satisfaction, a performance metric 
that over half of executives expect to use to evaluate the success of their organization over the next five years.   
(See Chart 29.)

Ultimately, organizations that can commit to ongoing and targeted investments have much to gain.

Chart 29: Over Half of Organizations Expect to Gauge Future Success through Customer Satisfaction Ratings 

Over the next five years, which of the following performance metrics are you mostly likely to depend on in evaluating the success of your 
organization?

Share of respondents, percent

n=223, respondents could choose up to five responses
Source: The Conference Board of Canada

A study by the Harvard Business Review found that digital leaders (organizations that achieved positive outcomes from their 
investments in digital transformation) enjoyed notable benefits over counterparts in the form of a better understanding 
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of their customers, automated processes, lower expenses, higher sales, and profits.93  In the case of the latter two benefits, 
percent of digital leaders reported increased revenues; compare this to 20 percent of followers and 12 percent of laggards. 
Similarly, 68 percent of leaders report improved profitability (compare to 25 percent of followers and 14 percent of laggards). 

All this suggests that P&C insurance organizations should not be too quick to forgo investments in digital capabilities 
simply because of budget constraints. Not only can certain digital investments be justified on the basis that they have 
the potential to be self-financing, but forgoing such investments could easily have a compounding detrimental impact 
on an organization’s competitiveness over time.94

Chart 30: Attitude Toward Investing Distinguishes Digital Leaders from Laggards

Share of respondents agreeing with the following statements, percent

Source: Harvard Business Review Analytic Services Survey

Against the backdrop of a growing need to invest in productivity-enhancing technology, smaller organizations will generally 
find themselves at a disadvantage relative to larger organizations. The literature suggests that the level of financial resources, 
in-house technical and IT knowledge, and information resources accessibility can all impact the successful adoption of new 

93 Harvard Business Review, “Operationalizing Digital Transformation.”
94 Harvard Business Review, “Operationalizing Digital Transformation.”

But what exactly differentiates digital leaders from their counterparts? 

• Digital leaders are much more willing to invest: 89 percent of leaders expect to increase 
investment in technology over the next two years versus 67 percent of laggards.94    
(See Chart 30.) 

• Digital leaders are characterized by their attitude toward talent: they were much more likely 
to have the right talent in place, and also more willing to hire new employees to secure the 
skills needed to take advantage of technologies.

• Digital leaders are much less likely to lack a vision for where digital capabilities could benefit 
their organization. 

HOW DOES THE INDUSTRY PLAN TO MANAGE DISRUPTION?
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IT systems and processes.95, 96 These are all factors which smaller organizations are less likely to possess in abundance relative 
to larger organizations, and thus has important ramifications for the widespread adoption of new innovative processes or 
technologies throughout the industry. In fact, it is a key reason why several larger organizations have already made headway 
into retiring legacy systems and investing in more sophisticated policy administration and claims systems,97 while many 
small organizations find investing in new innovative processes or technologies more difficult than simply adding another 
employee.

Ultimately, organizations that forgo or delay investments in productivity-enhancing technology will find 
themselves at a disadvantage long-term relative to those that implement more efficient processes. The 
consequences of inadequate investments could be more pronounced in so far as it impacts an organization’s 
ability to retain and attract talent.

Having the Right Talent Is Essential to Managing Disruption
P&C insurance organizations are concerned that they may not be able to attract, develop, and retain the right talent to meet 
their evolving workforce requirements. This concern can be traced to several developments:

• The industry is confronted with the unprecedented impacts of technological change on talent requirements, with 
innovations in big data, AI, and the IoT fundamentally changing the nature of work. A key result of this change is that 
executives are losing faith in their digital capabilities. 98

A PwC study of global technology executives found that 52 percent rated their digital IQ as strong, down from 67 
percent in 2016.98 This is not a reflection of employees becoming less digitally savvy, but rather it reflects the fact 
that the gap between capabilities that organizations have and those they require keeps widening. 

• The industry is facing a significant outflow of workers due to retirement. 
Retirement projections suggest that 27 percent of the industry’s current 
workforce is expected to retire by 2027.99 Many of these retirements will 
occur in occupations such as underwriting and claims that are more 
susceptible to automation and thus face weaker demand profiles. However, 
33 percent of current IT workers are expected to retire over the next decade, 
and demand for IT professionals is expected to expand significantly. As such, 
the industry will have the double challenge of replacing a high number of 
retirees while trying to expand its IT capabilities. One key concern of the 
oncoming wave of retirements is that organizations will need to bridge the 
transfer of institutional knowledge between retirees and remaining workers. 

• Industry employers will increasingly find themselves competing for 
talent with other organizations, both within and outside the   
 P&C insurance industry. 

95 Ghobakhloo, Hong, Zulkifli, and Sabouri. Strategies for Successful Information Technology Adoption in Small and Medium-sized Enterprises.
96 Cragg and Zinatelli, The evolution of information systems in small firms.
97 Williams, "Staying Power.”
98 PwC, “2017 Digital IQ.”
99 Insurance Institute of Canada 2017 industry census.

Percent of current IT 
workers expected to retire 
over the next decade.
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Given the combined effects of these three factors, two in five executives listed shortages of talent or key skills as a 
significant hurdle to their organization’s ability to adapt to technological change. This result aligns with a survey conducted 
by the Boston Consulting Group, which found that half of US and German companies cited the lack of qualified employees 
as the biggest constraint to a full digital transformation.100 

Faced with evolving workforce requirements, organizations will need to rethink their talent strategies. Part of 
formulating these strategies will require that organizations audit the skills and capabilities of their workforce to identify 
existing  strengths and weaknesses. Just as important, organizations will need to engage in strategic workforce planning to 
identify what skills and capabilities are expected to be most critical for the organization in the future. Gauging the potential 
for gaps in skills and capabilities, organizations must then adopt a talent strategy that incorporates attracting, developing,  
and retaining digital talent.101

It is interesting to note that future talent strategies are expected to be more geared toward difference-
making talent.101 In other words, technology is changing the roles that matter most for organizations. As such, 
organizations will not only need to attract, develop, and retain talent in business-critical roles, but also determine 
where this difference-making talent can be put to best use within their organization.

To be successful, a future talent strategy must incorporate a framework for continual workforce upskilling. The rapid 
pace of technological change is eroding the traditional value of experience in favour of adaptability, making it increasingly 
important for organizations to engage employees in lifelong learning. As such, organizations will need to identify the skills 
they wish to develop and find appropriate educational experiences that can enable employees to acquire these skills. 
These educational experiences (e.g., training modules) will need to be flexible and in tune with modern learning styles and 
attention spans and will be most successful when they incorporate elements such as gamification, real-time feedback, and 
self-paced learning.102  

Beyond providing employees with educational experiences, organizations will need to consider ways to incentivize 
learning; 75 percent of pacesetters (i.e., organizations categorized as digital leaders) provide employees with some 
form of monetary or non-monetary benefit whenever they acquire new digital skills, compared to 58 percent of 
other organizations.103 (See Chart 31 on page 48.)

Considering the growing importance of upskilling, it is surprising that fewer than one in five organizations across the globe 
reported upskilling every year based on current needs and future requirements, while only 6 percent did so every three to  
six months.103

100 Bhalla, Dyrchs, and Strack, “Twelve Forces that Will Radically Change How Organizations Work.”
101 Mankins, “How Leading Companies Build the Workforces.”
102 Williams, "Staying Power.”
103 Capgemini, “The Digital Talent Gap.”

HOW DOES THE INDUSTRY PLAN TO MANAGE DISRUPTION?
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Chart 31: Digital Leaders Are More Likely to Employ Various Recruitment and Upskilling Practices

Share of respondents agreeing with the following statements, percent

Source: Capgemini

A future talent strategy must also consider the role for non-traditional workers. Indeed, organizations’ skills gaps 
combined with the need to hire on demand (e.g., to deal with peak workloads during natural disasters) will make flexible 
workforces even more important. For example, contingent workers104 are expected to account for a growing share of P&C 
industry employment in the coming years. They accounted for only 1.1 percent of the workforce in 2016, but HR professionals 
within the industry expect that 2.4 percent of recruiting in the coming two years will be for contingent positions.105 Part of 
this growing dependence on contingent workers stems from the fact that, contingent work represents an appealing work 
arrangement for those planning to work past retirement. 

Beyond integrating a rising prevalence of contingent workers, future talent strategies will also need to adapt to more 
remote work. Over half of all workers within the P&C insurance industry already work remotely at least part of the time.106  
A key benefit of an organization’s ability to accommodate remote work is that it also expands the talent pool from which 
organizations can source talent.

Ultimately, formulating the right talent strategy represents a key channel through which P&C insurance organizations can 
manage disruption. While organizations work to update the skillset of their workforces, they should not lose sight of the 
fact that the critical skills today will not necessarily be the critical skills of tomorrow. Thus, any future talent strategy must be 
flexible and try to anticipate future trends. This may be easier said than done. 

Nonetheless, 37 percent of executives believe that acquiring and developing the right talent will support their ability to 
manage disruption—the second most-cited activity to help manage disruption after investing in digital and innovative 
capabilities. 

104 Contingent workers are defined as a provisional group of workers who work for an organization on a non-permanent basis and are not included on 
the payroll (e.g., freelancers, independent professionals, independent contractors, consultants).

105 Insurance Institute of Canada 2017 HR professional survey.
106 Insurance Institute of Canada 2017 employee survey.
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Key Findings and Conclusions
This report has discussed an array of technological changes that the P&C 
insurance industry is expected to experience in the coming years. These 
changes are expected to provide both threats and opportunities. The skills of 
the industry’s workforce, most importantly its leadership and IT skills, will be a 
key factor in successfully mitigating the risks and realizing the opportunities. As 
such, strategies to develop or acquire these skills should be a central part of any 
strategy related to managing technological disruption in the P&C industry. This 
concluding section summarizes nine key findings from the research. 

1. Change is underway.                                                                     
Whether wanted or not, a technological transformation of the P&C insurance 
industry is underway. The question is not if these changes will occur, but how 
fast the pace of transformation will be. New entrants and early adopters will drive 
other organizations to adapt, or they will risk losing market share. Clearly, many 
organizations are concerned about the pace of change and their ability to adapt. A 
shift in focus for IT investments away from maintenance of legacy systems toward 
new investments is one potential way for organizations to adapt. Developing a 
flexible and forward-looking talent strategy is also a key consideration.

2. Changes will be wide ranging.                                                 
Not only is the adoption of new technologies into the business practices of 
the P&C insurance industry inevitable, their impacts will be wide ranging. 
For example, when asked about what business functions face disruption in 
the next five years, more than 80 percent of respondents thought that there 
would be at least some impact on every key business function. This does not 
contradict the start small, fail fast, identify what works, and scale quickly 
philosophy. Instead, it requires organizations to build internal networks and 
processes that allow for organization-wide dissemination and adoption of best 
practices; this is a key component of success in scaling quickly.

3. Think differentiation, not commoditization.                   
There is a clear concern among a significant minority of industry executives 
(38.4 percent of survey respondents) that the commoditization of insurance 
markets will be a threat to their financial performance in the coming 
years. If true, the cost savings and operational efficiencies that many of 
the technologies under consideration could realize would be critical in 
maintaining the financial performance of the industry. However, the industry 
is also witnessing how technology is reshaping consumer demands. To 
the extent that customer experience overtakes price as the key brand 
differentiator, organizations will increasingly depend on technology to improve 
customer experience and interactions, and distinguish themselves from their 
competitors.

The research presents 
nine key findings and 
conclusions:

1.  Change is underway.

2.  Changes will be wide ranging.

3.  Think differentiation, not           
 commoditization.

4.  Size matters.

5.  IT is more than a cost centre.

6.  Talent is key.

7.  Competition for talent     
 will be high.

8.  Don’t forget critical          
 workplace skills. 

9.  Head counts will    
 continue rising. 



4. Size matters.                                                                                                                                     
The literature clearly shows a preference for scale in digital distribution channels; larger organizations are better able 
to leverage the opportunities that digital technologies provide. This sentiment is evidenced in our survey results, with 
smaller organizations indicating they have less ability to keep pace with technological change and being more likely to 
view technological change as a threat. This desire for scale may also be a contributing factor to the consolidation that 
the industry has been experiencing in recent years. In this environment, consolidation is likely to continue, as smaller 
organizations may find it increasingly difficult to maintain a competitive advantage. Leveraging partnerships, such   
as the data sharing that blockchain is expected to enable, is one potential way for smaller organizations to maintain  
 their success. 

5. IT is more than a cost centre.                                                                                                          
IT has generally been viewed as a cost centre in the industry, with the maintenance of legacy systems being a core 
function of IT departments. However, more than any other department, IT will both drive organizational disruption 
through technology and be disrupted itself. This means that how organizational leaders think about IT departments may 
need to change. Rather than being a cost centre, IT departments will increasingly be a key source of how organizations 
create competitive advantage. This may require new skills and thinking for both senior managers and IT workers within 
the P&C insurance industry.

6. Talent is key.                                                                                                                                            
The unprecedented impacts of technological change are driving a wedge between capabilities that organizations have 
and those that they require. Most notably, organizations are faced with changing talent requirements. To manage these 
changes, organizations will look to develop new or expand existing skill sets, with data analysis at the top of the list for 
executives. There is a clear concern among executives that talent shortages will impede their ability to adapt to change, 
and to fully exploit the opportunities afforded by new technologies. Successful talent development and acquisition will 
also require alignment between senior managers and HR departments. Our survey results highlight some misalignment 
between executives and HR professionals in terms of which skills are most needed and the competitive threat of fintech 
companies in terms of hiring people with desirable skills.

7. Competition for talent will be high.                                                                                       
The technological trends discussed here are not unique to the P&C insurance industry. This means that employers in 
a wide variety of industries will be seeking to hire people with the same skillsets that have been identified by the P&C 
insurance industry. However, indications are that enrolment in related post-secondary programs is not sufficient to meet 
rising demand. The result will be a high degree of competition for people with the desired skills. This may require P&C 
employers to look beyond recruitment to fulfill their needs. Training is one potential solution: With an above-average 
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Technology is a driving force behind unique opportunities that are helping organizations
successfully navigate change. Technology is

• Blazing trails for new insurance products and services (e.g., in cyber insurance),

• Forging new value propositions for insurance organizations to explore,

• Providing the means to transition into digital sales platforms to align with evolving 
customer expectations, and 

• Affording opportunities to transform operations (e.g. through blockchain technologies), 
providing adopters with a competitive edge in the future.
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share of IT employees in the industry indicating dissatisfaction with their training opportunities, increased training for IT 
staff could also improve retention. Alternatively, P&C insurance organizations may need to make increased use of turnkey 
solutions from established providers rather than developing the necessary expertise in house.

The Growing Talent Challenges:
• The gap between capabilities that organizations have and those they require keeps widening.

• The industry is facing a significant outflow of workers due to retirement.

• Industry employers will increasingly find themselves competing for talent with other organizations both within    
 and out of the insurance industry.

The Changing Talent Requirements:
• Analytics and data analysis skills are growing in importance and urgency as organizations look to increase their         
 ability to collect, interpret, and monetize data and their competitive advantage.

• Customer service skills are a key ingredient to greater customer centricity and the increasing digital    
     engagement of consumers as organizations look to improve the customer experience and brand loyalty. 

• Management and leadership skills are changing: leaders will need to think divergently about new ways        
 of doing things and make strategic decisions, often with less information and greater risk tolerance – as       
 organizations look to create a culture of adaptability.

Insurance organizations will not only need to become more targeted in skill acquisition, but also foster 
lifelong learning to ensure the continuous skill development of their workforce.

8. Don’t forget critical workplace skills.                                                                                 
Although data analytics was the number one skill identified by executives in our survey, workplace skills such as customer 
service, adaptability, and innovation were also highly ranked. Even among IT workers organizations report a more 
pronounced talent gap in workplace skills than in hard digital skills. A key reason for this is that customer centricity is one 
of the ways that companies can build a competitive advantage in the digital era, and that requires an understanding of 
customer needs and expectations. 

9. Head counts will continue rising.                                                                                                     
Despite the potential that consolidation and the automation of tasks has to reduce industry payrolls, there is a consensus 
among industry executives that peak employment has yet to arrive. Although the number and importance of certain roles 
is expected to shrink, the need to develop and acquire new skills is expected to drive further employment gains. When 
taken in concert with the need to replace a rising number of retirees in the coming years, recruitment will remain a top 
priority for HR professionals in the industry.
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Appendix I – Glossary and Notations
• Employee status: The following table outlines the different types of employment status addressed in this study:

• Remote worker status: Employees that work outside of a corporate office at least some of the time were categorized 
into one of the two following groups:

• Technology-sensitive respondent (HR survey): An HR professional that reported the impact of technology on job types 
and functions, and skill requirements, will impact their organization’s future recruitment and retention of employees to a 
great extent. 

• Organizational Type: Throughout this study, stakeholders were asked to identify the organizational type that best 
represented the structure of their organization. The list of organizational types included:

• Broker represented insurer

• Crown corporation

• Direct response insurer

• Independent adjuster

• Independent broker

• Mutual insurer

• Reinsurer

Respondents that believed that multiple structures existed were encouraged to select all organizational types that were 
applicable to their organization. For such respondents, data was entered across each selection. For example, the survey 
responses of an HR professional that categorized their organization as both a direct response insurer and a mutual 
insurer, would be captured in results relating to both organization types.

Status Description

Regular full-time Employee working 30 or more hours per week.

Regular part-time Employee working less than 30 hours per week.

Temporary full-time A non-permanent employee working 30 or more hours per week for a limited time 
(e.g. one-year contract).

Temporary part-time A non-permanent employee working less than 30 per week for a limited time                                          
(e.g. one-year contract).

Contingent
A provisional group of workers who work for an organization on a non-permanent basis 
and are not included on the payroll (e.g. freelancers, independent professionals, 
independent contractors, consultants).

Status Description

Formal An employee who regularly works remotely for a fixed share of their time in formal 
agreement with their employer.

Informal An employee who can work remotely on an occasional basis.
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The Growing Talent Challenges:
• The gap between capabilities that organizations have and those they require keeps widening.

• The industry is facing a significant outflow of workers due to retirement.

• Industry employers will increasingly find themselves competing for talent with other organizations both 
within  and out of the insurance industry.

The Changing Talent Requirements:
• Analytics and data analysis skills are growing in importance and urgency as organizations look to 

increase their ability to collect, interpret, and monetize data and their competitive advantage.

• Customer service skills are a key ingredient to greater customer centricity and the increasing digital  
engagement of consumers as organizations look to improve the customer experience and brand loyalty. 

• Management and leadership skills are changing: leaders will need to think divergently about new ways  
of doing things and make strategic decisions, often with less information and greater risk tolerance – as     
organizations look to create a culture of adaptability.

Insurance organizations will not only need to become more targeted in skill acquisition, but also foster 
lifelong learning to ensure the continuous skill development of their workforce.
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